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Let A s [ A be a connected algebra with a graded algebra endomor-dd G 0
 .  . dphism s . The trace of s is defined to be Tr s , t s  tr s ¬ A t . We proved G 0 d
 .that Tr s , t is a rational function if A is either finitely generated commutative or
right noetherian with finite global dimension or regular. A version of Molien's
theorem follows in these three cases. If A is a regular algebra or a Frobenius
algebra we prove a reciprocity for the trace. We also partially generalize a theorem
of Watanabe on the Gorenstein property to the noncommutative case. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper k will denote a field. A Z-graded vector space
M s [ M is called locally finite if dim M - ` for all d, where dim isd g Z d d
always the dimension of a k-vector space. An N-graded algebra A s
 .[ A is called connected if A s k. The tri¨ ial A-module Ar [ Ad G 0 d 0 i) 0 i
is denoted by k or simply by k if no confusion occurs. The Hilbert seriesA
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of M s [ M is defined to bedd g Z
H t s dim M t d . . M d
dgZ
The Hilbert series is an efficient tool to study commutative and noncom-
 w x.mutative graded algebras see 4, 10, 21, 22 . For example, the Hilbert
series provides a measurement of the size of a graded module by giving its
w xGelfand]Kirillov dimension 10 .
If M is a graded module over an infinite dimensional Kac]Moody Lie
 .algebra g with respect to a grading of g , then the series H q is alsoM
called the q-dimension or character in the representation theory of
w xKac]Moody Lie algebras 9 . If g is an affine Kac]Moody algebra, the
 . 2p itseries H q is a modular function of t with q s e . Moreover there isM
a more general notion}the trade of endomorphisms used widely in
mathematical physics, for instance, the traces of certain vertex operators
are n-point functions in the statistical mechanics models in connection
w xwith affine Lie algebras 3, 8 .
 .A linear map s of M s [ M is called graded if s M ; M ford g Z d d d
all d g Z. The trace of a graded map s is defined to be
< dTr s , t s tr s t . .  . MM d
dgZ
 .  .We will omit M from Tr s , t if no confusion occurs. Clearly Tr id , tM M
 .is the Hilbert series H t . We say M is left bounded if M s 0 for allM d
 .d < 0. If M is left bounded and locally finite, then Tr s , t belongs to the
ww y1 xxring k t, t of Laurent power series.
The trace has been used to study fixed subrings of commutative polyno-
mial algebras since the last century. Suppose that A is a graded polyno-
w x umial algebra k V , where V is a positively graded vector space [ Vis1 i
and that s is a graded algebra endomorphism of A. Let C denote thei
induced matrix of s on V let n be the dimension of V . Using a speciali i i
 w x.ordered monomial basis of A see the proof of 4, 2.5.1 , it is not hard to
prove that
1
Tr s , t s . 1-1 .  .u i det I y C t .is1 n ii
w x  . w xMolien's theorem 4, 2.5.2 follows easily from 1-1 . Benson's book 4
gives a good account of invariant theory for commutative rings.
Recently in ring theory there have been increased activities to study
w xnoncommutative graded rings coming from quantum groups 11, 13 and
w xnoncommutative projective geometry 2, 17 . One important class is that of
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w xgraded regular algebras defined by Artin and Schelter 1 that are viewed
as noncommutative analogues of commutative polynomial algebras. A
connected algebra A is called Gorenstein if it has left and right injective
i . i .dimension n and if Ext k, A s Ext k, A s 0 for all i / n andA A
n . n .Ext k, A ( Ext k, A ( k. If, moreover, A has finite global dimen-A A
sion, then A is called regular. The definition of regularity here is the
definition given by Artin and Schelter without the condition that A has
polynomial growth. There are two subtle points in studying fixed subrings
in the noncommutative case. First a finitely presented regular algebra need
w xnot be noetherian 22, 3.4 . Second the automorphism group of a noncom-
mutative regular algebra is not easy to determine, even for the Sklyanin
w xalgebra 18 . Examining the trace of the graded automorphisms provides a
way to study the automorphism group and fixed subrings.
The purpose of the paper is to extend some standard results in commu-
tative invariant theory to noncommutative algebras. In particular, we
w xpartially generalize Molien's theorem and a thoerem of Watanabe 4, 5.3.2
 .to the noncommutative case Sections 5 and 6 . In order to do so we prove
 .  .that Tr s , t has nice properties. For example, Tr s , t is rational if A is
either finitely generated commutative or right noetherian with finite global
 .  .dimension or regular Section 2 . As a consequence, Tr s , t is deter-
 < .mined by finitely many terms Tr s . For regular algebras and Frobe-A d
nius algebras, we prove that there is a reciprocity formula for the trace
 .Section 3 . We also list the traces for all graded algebra automorphisms of
 .the Sklyanin algebra Section 4 .
In this paper e¨ery graded ¨ector space is assumed to be locally finite and an
endomorphism or automorphism of an algebra refers to the algebraic structure.
2. PROPERTIES
Similar to Euler characteristic Tr is additive with respect to exact
sequences.
LEMMA 2.1. Let M i s [ M i be graded ¨ector spaces for i G 0 withd g Z d
the minimal degree of M i going to the positi¨ e infinity when i goes to infinity.
Suppose that the complex
??? ª M n ª ??? ª M 1 ª M 0 ª 0 2-1 .
 . iis exact and that f i G 0 are k-linear graded endomorphisms of Mi
 .  . i  .commuting with the boundary maps of 2-1 . Then  y1 Tr f , t s 0.iG 0 i
 .Proof. First we assume that the complex 2-1 has finite length, i.e.,
there is an n such that M i s 0 for all i ) n. Using the commutativity
 .  .between f s and boundary maps of 2-1 we can break 2-1 into two exacti
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sequences:
0 ª M n ª ??? ª M 2 ª L ª 0 2-2 .
and
0 ª L ª M 1 ª M 0 ª 0 2-3 .
 4  4  4such that f ¬ i s 2, . . . , n j f ¬ and f ¬ , f , f commute with thei 1 L 1 L 1 0
 .  .boundary maps of 2-2 and 2-3 , respectively. By induction we only need
to consider the case when n s 2. By the definition of Tr it suffices to
2  . i  .iprove  y1 tr f ¬ s 0 for the exact sequenceis0 i Md
0 ª M 2 ª M 1 ª M 0 ª 0d d d
for every degree d g Z. This follows immediately from linear algebra.
In general we consider the subcomplex of degree less than m. Since the
minimal degree of M i goes to the positive infinity, such a subcomplex has
finite length and hence the formula holds. The general case follows by
letting m go to the positive infinity.
The tensor product over k is denoted by m. Let M 1 and M 2 be two
graded vector spaces. The graded tensor product M 1 m M 2 is left bounded
and locally finite as long as M i are. Let s be a graded endomorphism ofi
M i for i s 1 and 2, respectively. Then
Tr 1 2 s m s , t s Tr 1 s , t Tr 2 s , t . 2-4 .  .  .  .M mM 1 2 M 1 M 2
Let Gr-A be the category of graded right A-modules with morphisms
being graded A-homomorphisms of degree 0. For a graded algebra endo-
morphism s of A and M g Gr-A we define the s-twisted module M s such
that M s s M as a graded vector space with the action
m) a s ms a .
for all m g M, a g A. We define a functor on Gr-A associated to s by
 . s  .  .F M s M and F f s f for any f g Hom M, N . It is easy to sees s Gr- A
that F is indeed a functor from the category Gr-A to itself. If furthermores
s is an automorphism, then F is an invertible functor and As iss
isomorphic to A as a graded right A-module. Let M and N be graded
A-modules. A graded k-linear map f from M to N is called s-linear if
f ma s f m s a .  .  .
for all m g M, a g A. For example, s itself is a s-linear endomorphism
of A. A graded map f : M ª N is s-linear if and only if it is a graded
A-homomorphism from M to Ns.
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For a graded A-module M s [ M and an integer s g Z we defined g Z d
 .  .  .the shift module M s s [ M s by M s s M . By a noncommu-d g Z d d sqd
tative graded version of Nakayama's lemma, every left bounded and locally
finite graded projective right A-module P is free, namely, it has a form of
 .[ A ys . Thus P s V m A, where V is a left bounded and locally finitei i
graded vector space [ kx with deg x s s . It is clear that V ( P m k ,i i i i A A
where m is the tensor product over A. Given a graded endomorphismA
f : V ª V, f m s is a s-linear endomorphism of V m A for a graded0 0
endomorphism s of A. Given a s-linear endomorphism f : V m A ª V
m A, we can define f9 to be f m id . Then f9 is a graded endomorphismA k
of V. In general f is not equal to f9 m s . The next lemma shows that we
 .still have a formula similar to 2-4 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a connected algebra with a graded endomorphism s
and let P s V m A be a left bounded and locally finite free A-module. If f is
a s-linear graded endomorphism of P, then
Tr f , t s Tr f9, t Tr s , t , .  .  .P V A
where f9 s f m id .A k
Proof. First we assume that dim V is finite and use induction on dim V.
 .If dim V s 1, then P s A ys and every s-linear endomorphism of P is of
the form
f a s f 1 s a , .  .  .
 .where f 1 g k. Hence
Tr f , t s f 1 t s Tr s , t s Tr f9, t Tr s , t . .  .  .  .  .
If dim V ) 1, let s be the lowest degree in V. Since A is connected,
P s V and f has to preserve the summand V m A. Extending the fields s s
does not change the trace, so we may assume that k is algebraically closed.
 .  .Let x g V be an eigenvector of f and hence, of f9 and f x s l x fors
some l g k. Then the map f restricted to kx m A is a s-linear endomor-
 .phism of kx m A and the map induced on Vrkx m A, still denoted by f,
 .is a s-linear endomorphism of Vrkx m A. Therefore we have a short
exact sequence
0 ª kx m A ª V m A ª Vrkx m A ª 0 .
 < < 4such that f , f, f commutes with the boundary maps of thek xm A V r k x .m A
above complex. By Lemma 2.1,
Tr f , t s Tr f , t q Tr f , t . .  .  .Vm A k xm A V r k x .m A
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Similarly, we have
Tr f9, t s Tr f9, t q Tr f9, t . .  .  .V k x V r k x
Hence the statement follows by induction.
Next we consider the general case. Let V s [ V . Then V m A isF n iF n i F n
a f-stable submodule of V m A. Since V is left bounded and locally finite,
V is finite dimensional and hence the formula holds for V m A. It isF n F n
 .  .easy to see that V m A s V m A . ThereforeF n F n F n
< <Tr f , t s lim Tr f , t s lim Tr f 9, t Tr s , t .  . .  . .V m A V m AF n F n
nª` nª`
s Tr f9, t Tr s , t . .  .
Let A be a connected algebra and M be a graded right A-module.
 .Since A is connected, M has a minimal free resolution MFR . We say
that M has a finitely generated MFR if every free module in the MFR of M
is finitely generated. We say that M has a finite MFR if M has a finitely
generated MFR of finite length.
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a connected algebra with a graded endomor-
phism s .
1. Let M be a graded right A-module with a finite MFR. If f is a
s-linear graded endomorphism of M, then
Tr f , t s f t Tr s , t .  .  .M A
 . w y1 xfor some f t g k t, t .
2. If B s ArI is a graded factor algebra of A, s preser¨ es the ideal I,
and B has a finite MFR, thenA
Tr s , t s p t Tr s , t .  .  .B A
 . w x  .for some p t g k t with p 0 s 1.
 .  .y1  .3. If k has a finite MFR, then Tr s , t s p t for some p t gA A
w x  .k t with p 0 s 1.
4. If A is regular or right noetherian with finite global dimension, then
 .  .y1  . w x  .Tr s , t s p t for some p t g k t with p 0 s 1.A
 . l iRemark. Consider p t s 1 q  c t as an element in the poweris1 i
ww xx  .y1  . j i. j series ring k t . Then p t s 1 q  y1  c t where c s 0jG1 iG1 i i
.  .y1 ifor i G l . Writing p t s 1 q  d t , we see that d is an integraliG1 i i
polynomial of degree i in c , . . . , c . Conversely, every c is an inte-1 i i
gral polynomial of degree i in d , . . . , d . Thus d for i ) l is an1 i i
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 .  .y1integral polynomial in d , . . . , d . In our case of Tr s , t s p t , every1 l
 < .  < .  < .tr s is uniquely determined by tr s , . . . ,tr s , where l sA A Ai 1 l
 .deg p t .
Proof. 1. Suppose that the finite MFR of M is
P v [ 0 ª P n ª P ny1 ª ??? ª P 0 ª M ª 0,
where P i s V i m A for some finite dimensional graded vector spaces V i
 . i iy1i s 0, 1, . . . , n . The boundary map from P to P is denoted by d .i
?  ?.sApplying F to P , we see that P is a resolution of graded rights
A-module M s. By definition f can be viewed as an A-homomorphism
s  . wfrom M to M . By the universal property of projective free resolution 7,
x i isTheorem 6.3 , there exists a sequence of A-homomorphisms f : P ¬ Pi
such that f d s d f for i G 0, where f s f. Consider f as aniy1 i i i y1 i
endomorphism of P i, f is a s-linear endomorphism commuting with thei
boundary maps. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain
n n
i i X
iTr f , t s y1 Tr f , t s y1 Tr f , t Tr s , t .  .  .  .  .  . M i V i A
is0 is0
s f t Tr s , t , 2-5 .  .  .A
 . n  . i  X . w y1 xiwhere f t s  y1 Tr f , t g k t, t . From this proof we seeis0 V i
that if M has a finitely generated MFR, part 1 still holds true with
 . ww y1 xxf t g k t, t .
<2. Let M s B and f be the induced map s . Then f is a s-linearB
 .  .  .  .endomorphism as a right A-module. By 2-5 Tr s , t s p t Tr s , t ,B A
 . n  . i  X . i Xiwhere p t s  y1 Tr f , t for some V and f . Since every freeis0 V i i
A-module in an MFR of B is N-graded, the minimal degree of nonzeroA
i  . w xelements in V is nonnegative. Hence p t g k t . Since A and B are
 .  .connected, the constant terms of Tr s , t and Tr s , t are 1 andB A
 .therefore the constant term of p t is 1.
 .  .  .3. Let B s k and f s id . By part 2, Tr id , t s p t Tr s , t for somek k
 . w x  .  .  .y1p t g k t . Therefore Tr id , t s 1 implies that Tr s , t s p t .k
4. If A is right noetherian with finite global dimension, then every
finitely generated graded right A-module has a finite MFR. If A is
w xregular, then k has a finite MFR 22, 3.1 . Hence part 4 follows from
part 3.
Let B be a connected commutative algebra with a minimal generating
 4set x , . . . , x and let s be a graded endomorphism of B. Since A [1 n
w xk x , . . . , x is a free commutative algebra, we can lift s to a graded1 n
endomorphism of A. Since A is noetherian and has finite global dimen-
 .  .  .sion, B has a finite MFR. By Theorem 2.3.2, Tr s , t s p t Tr s , t .A B A
 .  .  .  . w x  .By 1-1 , Tr s , t s 1rq t for some q t g k t , whence Tr s , t is aA B
rational function.
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let B be a finitely generated connected commutati¨ e
 .algebra and s be a graded endomorphism of B. Then Tr s , t is a rational
function.
As an illustration in using Theorem 2.3 to compute the trace we give a
simple and well-known result about free algebras.
EXAMPLE 2.5. The trace of graded endomorphisms of the free algebra
 :  :k x , . . . , x . Let A s k x , . . . , x be the free algebra generated by1 n 1 n
x , . . . , x with deg x s 1. Then the trivial module k has a finite MFR,1 n i
0 ª V m A ª A ª k ª 0,
where V s [n kx . Every graded endomorphism s of A is determinedis1 i
 .by its action on the linear space V or is given by a matrix C s c ,i j n=n
 .  .  .y1  .where s x s  c x . By Theorem 2.3, Tr s , t s p t and p t si j i j j
 X .  .1 y Tr f , t s 1 y rt for some r g k. However, Tr s , t s 1 qV 1
 .  .y1tr C t q ??? . Hence r s tr C and Tr s , t s 1 y tr C t .
3. RECIPROCITY
w xOne elegant result of Stanley 21, 12.7 states that if A is a connected
commutative Cohen]Macaulay ring, then A is Gorenstein if and only if
 y1 . l  .H t s "t H t for some l g Z. In the noncommutative case it wasA A
w xproved in 22, 2.4 and 3.1 that if A is connected and either regular or
 y1 . l  .right noetherian with finite global dimension, then H t s "t H tA A
for some l. In this section we will show that such a reciprocity formula also
holds for the trace on regular and Frobenius algebras.
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a connected regular algebra of global dimension n
 .  .y1and let s be a graded automorphism of A. Suppose that Tr s , t s p ts
 y1. y1 yl  .y1as in Theorem 2.3.4. Then p t s a t p t or equi¨ alentlys s
 y1 y1. l  .  .Tr s , t s at Tr s , t , where l s deg p t and a is the leading coeffi-s
 .cient of p t .s
w xProof. By 22, 3.1 , k has a finite MFR,
P v [ 0ªA yl ª A ysny1 ª???ª A ys1 ªAªkª0 .  .  .[ [i i
i i
j  .where l ) s ) 0. By Lemma 3.2.1 to be proved below , there is a s-lineari
?  4 ?automorphism f [ f of the complex P . Then the argument of Theo-j
 .  .y1  . n  . j  X .rem 2.3 implies that Tr s , t s p t and p t s  y1 Tr f , t ,s s js0 j
where fX s f m k. Since A is regular, the dual complex P ?k[j j A
 ? .  .  .kHom P , A is an MFR of the left A-module k l . Applying ] [
 .  4 y1  k4Hom ], A to f , we obtain a s -linear automorphism f of thej j
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exact sequence of left A-modules,
0 ¤ k l ¤ A l ¤ A sny1 ¤ ??? ¤ A s1 ¤ A ¤ 0. .  .  .  .[ [i i
i i
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,
 .nyjk k<Tr f , t s y1 Tr f , t . .  .k l .d j
j
 .nyj k y1s y1 Tr f 9, t Tr s , t . .  . .  /j
j
 .  k< . ylSince k l is one dimensional, Tr f , t s bt , where b is a nonzerok l .d
j  j.  j.kscalar. If we write P [ [ A ys as V m A, then P s A m V *.ii
 k. .  X y1.By the duality between V and V *, we have Tr f 9, t s Tr f , t .j j
Therefore
n nyl y1bt y1 bt y1 .  .y1Tr s , t s s . jj y1k  y1 Tr f 9, t y1 Tr f 9, t  . .  . . . / jj
atyl
yl y1s s at Tr s , t .y1p t .s
 y1 y1. l  .  y1 . y1 yl  .y1or, equivalently, Tr s , t s at Tr s , t and p t s a t p t ,s s
n .where a s y1 b.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a connected algebra, s be a graded automorphism
of A, and M be a left bounded locally finite right A-module. Suppose that
P ?ª M ª 0 is an MFR of M.
1. If f is a graded isomorphism from M to M s, then there is a complexy1
?  4 ?  ?.s sisomorphism f s f from P ª M ª 0 to P ª M ª 0.i
?  4  ?.  ?.s2. If f s f is a complex morphism from P ª M ª 0 to P ªi
s ?  ?.s s sM ª 0, then f is a complex morphism from P ª M ª 0 to
 ?.s sq 1 s sq 1P ª M ª 0 for all s.
n  ?.n ?3. If s s id , then f is a complex automorphism of P ª M ª 0,A
where f ? is as in part 1.
Proof. 1. By induction and the construction of MFR, it suffices to show
that if P 0 is a projective cover of M, then there is an A-module
isomorphism f such that0
d00 6 6P M 0
6
f f0 y1
6d0s0 s6 6P M 0 3-1 .
commutes. Since P 0 is projective and d : P 0
s ª M s is surjective, there is0
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 .a morphism f such that 3-1 commutes. Tensoring with the trivial0
A-module k we see that f maps a generating set of M to a generatingy1
set of M s. Since P 0 is a projective cover, which is also free, d maps a0
generating set of P 0 to a generating set of M. Hence f m k is an0 A
isomorphism. By Nakayama's lemma for graded modules, f is an isomor-0
phism.
Part 2 is obtained by applying F s to f v and part 3 follows from parts 1s
and 2.
If A is a connected regular algebra with finite GK-dimension, then
 .  .y1  .  w xH t s p t and every root of p t is a root of 1 combining 22, 2.2A
w x.and 22, 3.1 . Next we will show a similar property for the trace.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a connected regular algebra with finite GK-di-
mension and suppose that s is a graded automorphism of A of finite order.
 .  .y1  .Then Tr s , t s p t according to Theorem 2.3.4 and e¨ery root of p ts s
 .has absolute ¨alue 1. Moreo¨er, if p t is a polynomial with integer coeffi-s
 .cients, then e¨ery root of p t is a root of 1.s
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we consider an MFR of k,
P ?[ 0ªA yl ª A ysny1 ª???ª A ys1 ªAªkª0, .  .  .[ [i i
i i
j  .where l ) s ) 0. By the proof of Theorem 2.3 or 3.1, p t si s
n  . i  X .  . y1 Tr f , t . Hence the leading coefficient of p t is equal tois0 i s
 .n  .  .  .  p4 y1 b if f x s bs x for all x g A yl . By Lemma 3.2.3, f whered i
. ?  .  .y1p denotes the order of s is a morphism of P . Then H t s p t ,A
 . n  . i  p. .  .where p t s  y1 Tr f 9, t . Thus the leading coefficient of p tis0 i
 .n p w x  .n pis y1 b . By 22, 3.1.4 , y1 b is either 1 or y1. As a consequence, b
is a root of 1.
 .  < . dBy definition, Tr s , t s  tr s t . Since s has finite order,Ad G 0 d
<  < .every eigenvalue of s is a root of 1 and tr s has absolute value lessA Ad d
1r d 1r d<  < . <  .than or equal to dim A . Thus lim tr s F lim dim A F 1Ad dª` dd
 .  . l  .because A has finite GK-dimension . Write p t s  1 y r t . Bys is1 i
w x < <  . lqn22, 2.1 , r F 1. However, the product of r s is y1 b, which is a rooti i
of 1. Hence r has absolute value 1.i
 .If p t is a polynomial with integer coefficients, then the leadings
 .  .coefficient of p t is 1 or y1. Thus every root of p t is an algebraics s
integer and all of its conjugates have the absolute value 1. Hence every
 . w xroot of p t is a root of 1 5, Lemma 2, p. 72 .s
Next we consider the trace on Frobenius algebras. Recall that an
 .algebra A is called Frobenius if it is finite dimensional and Hom A, k isk
w xisomorphic to A as a left and as a right A-module. By 16, 3.2 , a finite
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dimensional connected algebra A s [n A with A / 0 is Frobeniusis0 i n
 4if and only if dim A s 1, and for every x g A y 0 and 0 F i F n,n i
xA s A x s A . Suppose that s is a graded automorphism of A.ny i nyi n
 i i 4  .  i.Pick a basis x , . . . , x of A for i s 1, . . . , n and write s x s1 w i jii i  i . c x and C s c . Thenj9 j9 j j9 i j j9
Tr s , t s tr C t i. .  i
i
i nyi n w xIf A is Frobenius, we can assume that x x s d x 16, 3.2 . Thusj j9 i j 1
 .t n n  .y1  .tC C s c I and hence c C s C . This implies the followingi nyi 11 11 i nyi
result.
THEOREM 3.4. Let A s [n A be a connected Frobenius algebra withis0 i
 .A s kx / 0 and s a graded automorphism of A. Suppose that s x s cxn
=  4  . n  y1 y1.for some c g k [ k y 0 . Then Tr s , t s ct Tr s , t .
The following immediate consequence will be used in the next section.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A and s be as in Theorem 3.4. Then, for all
 y1 < .  < .1 F i F n y 1, tr s s 0 if and only if tr s s 0.A Ai ny i
4. INDUCED AUTOMORPHISMS ON EXT
In this section we will make the methods in Section 2 more precise and
then reprove Theorem 3.1 by using Theorem 3.4. At the end we will list the
traces for all graded automorphisms of the Sklyanin algebra.
d  .Given graded right A-modules M and N, let Hom M, N denote theA
 .set of all A-module homomorphisms h: M ª N such that h M : Ni iqd
 . d  .for all i g Z. We set Hom M, N s [ Hom M, N and we denoted g Z AA i  .the corresponding derived functors by Ext M, N . If M has a finitelyA
i  . i  .generated MFR, then Ext M, N s Ext M, N . This is not true inAA
general. If M is a graded right A-module and N is a graded left
A .A-module, the usual Tor-groups Tor M, N have graded structures,i
A .which we denote by Tor M, N . If A is a connected regular or noethe-i
rian Gorenstein algebra of injective dimension n, then it follows from
i . w x wdefinition that Ext k, A s 0 for all i / n, and by 22, 3.1.2 and 23,
x n . n .  .0.3.1 , there is an integer l such that Ext k, A ( Ext k, A ( k l .A A
Let s be a graded endomorphism of A. Suppose that a graded right
A-module M has a finitely generated MFR
P ?[ ??? ª P n ª ??? ª P1 ª P 0 ª M ª 0.
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Let f be a s-linear endomorphism of M. By the universal property ofy1
?  4projective resolution, there is a s-linear endomorphism f s f of thei
complex P ?. Note that f ? is not unique, but two different f ?s are always
i?  .homotopic. Hence f induces a k-linear endomorphism f on Ext M, ki
 i .  i .s Hom P , k by sending f g Hom P , k to ff . It is easy to see thati
 i . ? ?ff g Hom P , k and it is independent of the choices of f . Similarly fi
 . iinduces a k-linear endomorphism f on Tor M, k s P m k. We definei Ai
the following double series:
i i
iTr f , t , u s y1 Tr f , t u .  .v  . .  .Ext M , k y1 Ext M , k i
iG0
and
i iTr f , t , u s y1 Tr f , t u . .  .  .  .Tor M , k . y1 Tor M , k iv i
iG0
i i  i .  i.U iWe may write P as V m A and hence Hom P , k s V and P mA
i  i.U ik s V . By the k-linear graded duality between V and V , we obtain
y1i  .  .that Tr f , t s Tr f , t . HenceExt M , k . i Tor M , k . ii
Tr f , ty1 , u s Tr f , t , u . 4-1 .  .v  . .Ext M , k y1 Tor M , k . y1v
 . w  y1 .xNote that Tr f , t, u and hence Tr f , t , u is invM , k .Tor M , k . y1 Ext y1v
w xww y 1 xx  .k u t , t , but in general Tr f , t , u is not inv M , k .E xt y 1
ww y1 xxww y1 xx  .  .k u, u t, t . By the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, 2-5 , and 4-1 , we have
i XTr f , t s Tr s , t y1 Tr f , t .  .  .  .M y1 A V i 5i
iG0
is Tr s , t y1 Tr f , t .  .  .  .A Tor M , k i 5i
iG0
s Tr s , t Tr f , t , 1 .  .A Tor M , k . y1v
s Tr s , t Tr f , ty1 , 1 . . v  . .A Ext M , k y1
A special case is when M s k and f s id . Then f is a s-lineary1 k y1
automorphism of k for any s . Rewrite f as s . It follows fromy1 y1
 .Tr s , t s 1 thatk y1
y1y1Tr s , t s Tr s , t , 1 . 4-2 .  . .v .A Ext k , k y1
i .  . i .Since both Ext k, k and Tor k, k have Z-grading, [ Ext k, k andiG 0i
 . 2[ Tor k, k are Z -graded vector spaces. By definition, for everyiG 0 i
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i . w  .i ) 0, nonzero homogeneous elements in Ext k, k Tor k, k , respec-i
x  .tively have negative degrees positive degrees, respectively . For every
endomorphism s the s-linear map s of k induces Z2-graded endomor-y1
i 4  .  4  .phisms s [ s on [ Ext k, k and s [ s on [ Tor k, k .i iG 0 i iG 0 i
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a connected algebra, s and t be graded endomor-
phisms of A, and s , t , s , and t be defined as abo¨e. Suppose that k has a
finitely generated MFR. Then
1. sts ts . As a consequence if s is an automorphismn of A, then s
i .  .opis an automorphism of [ Ext k, k . Further, Aut A acts naturallyiG 0 gr
2 i .on the Z -graded ¨ector space [ Ext k, k .iG 0
2. sts st . As a consequence if s is an automorphism of A, then s is
 .  .an automorphism of [ Tor k, k . Further, Aut A acts naturally oniG 0 gri
2  .the Z -graded ¨ector space [ Tor k, k .iG 0 i
Proof. 1. By the universal property of projective resolution, there exist
?  4 ?  4 ?endomorphisms s s s and t s t of the MFR P ª k ª 0, wherei i
s s id , s s s and t s id , t s t . The composition s ?t ? is ay1 k 0 y1 k 0
? ? ?  . ?  .st-linear endomorphism of P . Hence s t s st . Applying Hom ], k ,
we obtain that
? ? ?Hom st , k s Hom t , k Hom s , k . .  .  . .
Thus st s t s for all i G 0 and sts ts . If s is an automorphism, we . i i i
have
y1 y1 y1
is s s ss s id s id s ss . .A [ Ext k , ki G 0
Hence s is an automorphism. The last assertion is clear.
Part 2 can be proved similarly.
i . 2By using the Yoneda product, [ Ext k, k is a Z -graded algebra,iG 0
adenoted by A . The next lemma shows that s is also an algebra automor-
phism.
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a connected algebra such that k has a finitely
 .opgenerated MFR. Then e¨ery element in the group Aut A acts naturally asgr
a Z2-graded algebra automorphism of Aa.
? ?  4Proof. Let P ª k ª 0 be an MFR of k and s s s be a s-lineari
?  .automorphism of P with s s id and s s s Lemma 3.2.1 . Byy1 k 0
i .definition, s sends f to fs for all f g Hom P , k . For every f gi i
 i .  j .Hom P , k and every g g Hom P , k , we lift g to a complex morphism
 4 jqs s wg , where g is an A-homomorphism from P to P for all s as in 16,s s
 .x w x2-2 . By the discussion of 16, Sect. 2 , the Yoneda product of f and g is
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 iq j .  .  y1 4f ? g s fg g Hom P , k . We can lift s g s gs to s g s byi j s s sqj
 y1 4checking that s g s are A-homomorphisms commuting with thes s sqj
boundary maps. Hence
y1s f ? s g s fs ? s g s s fgs s s fg . .  .  .i i i iqj iqj
Thus s is an algebra homomorphism and the statement follows from
Lemma 4.1.1.
By definition Aa is Z2-graded. The trace of any Z2-graded automor-
phism f is defined by
< a n maTr f , t , u s tr f t u . .  . AA n , m
2 .n , m gZ
Hence
?aTr s , t , u s Tr s , t , yu , .  . .A Ext k , k y1
 .and by 4-2 , we have
y1 y1y1 y1
aTr s , t s Tr s , t , 1 s Tr s , t , y1 . .  . .v .A Ext k , k y1 A
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be a connected algebra such that k has a finitely
generated MFR. Let s be a graded automorphism of A and let s denote the
a y1 y1 .  .ainduced automorphism on A . Then Tr s , t s Tr s , t , y1 .A A
w x aIf A is regular, then by 19 , A is Frobenius. Similar to Theorem 3.4,
we can prove that, for every Z2-graded automorphism f of Aa,
Tr a f , t , u s bt lun Tr a fy1 , ty1 , uy1 .  .A A
= for some b g k and l, n g N the details are left to the interested
.reader . In particular, we have
n l y1 y1
a aTr s , t , y1 s y1 bt Tr s , t , y1 , .  .  .A A
which recovers Proposition 3.1 by Theorem 4.3.
 .op  a.In general Aut A \ Aut A . However if A is Koszul, thengr gr
 .op  a.Aut A ( Aut A . A connected algebra A is called quadratic if allgr gr
defining relations of A generate a subspace R in A m A . Its dualA 1 1
!  U .  H : Halgebra is then defined as A [ T A r R , where R is the orthogo-1 A A
nal subspace of R in AU m AU. If A is quadratic, then the gradedA 1 1
a a !  4subalgebra on the diagonal [ A ; A is isomorphic to A . Let xn yn, n i
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 i4 U !be a basis for A ; A and let x be the dual basis for A ; A . Define1 1
e [ x i * m x . .A i
Then e2 s 0. This special element gives rise to the so-called KoszulA
complex of right A-modules,
??? ª A! * m A ª ??? ª A! * m A ª k m A ª k ª 0 4-3 . .  .n 1
 .with left multiplication by e as the boundary maps or called differentials .A
 .We say that A is Koszul if the Koszul complex 4-3 is exact. One standard
a ! fact is that a connected algebra A is Koszul if and only if A s A in this
a  4.case we set deg x s n for all x g A y 0 . For more information onyn , n
w xKoszul algebras, see 16, Sect. 5 .
<Let s be a graded endomorphism of a quadratic algebra A. Then s A1
<is essentially an n = n matrix. The transpose of s gives rise to the dualA1
graded endomorphism s t for the dual algebra A!. In the matrix format if
 . t  j. is x s  c x for c g k, then s x s  c x . It is routine to checkj i i j i i j i ji
that s is a graded endomorphism of A if and only if s t is a graded
endomorphism of A!. The construction shows that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between graded endomorphisms of A and those of A!. In
 .op  !. ! aparticular, Aut A ( Aut A . Identifying A with A we obtain thatgr gr
t y1 tw  .x  .  .a !s s s use 4-3 and that Tr s , t , y1 s Tr s , yt . The follow-A A
ing corollary is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be a Koszul algebra. Suppose that s is a graded
algebra automorphism of A and that s t is the dual automorphism of A!. Then
 .  t .y1!Tr s , t s Tr s , yt .A A
Remark. Corollary 4.4 holds for any graded algebra endomorphism s .
One can directly prove it by checking that s gives rise to a complex
 t < ! . 4  .morphism s * m s ¬ n G 0 on the Koszul complex 4-3 and byA n
invoking Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
As an application of Corollary 4.4 we calculate the trace for graded
automorphisms of the Sklyanin algebra. For simplicity we assume that k is
the complex number field C in this case. Let a , a , a g C satisfy1 2 3
a q a q a q a a a s 01 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .and a , a , a / y1, 1, a , a , y1, 1 , 1, a , y1 . The Sklyanin alge-1 2 3 3 1 2
bra S is the connected C-algebra with four generators x , x , x , x and six0 1 2 3
relations
x x y x x s a x x q x x , x x q x x s x x y x x , .0 i i 0 i j k k j 0 i i 0 j k k j
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 .  .where i, j, k is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3 . The Sklyanin algebra S is
w xa Koszul algebra with its Koszul dual being Frobenius 17, 4.7 and 4.9 .
The graded automorphism group of the Sklyanin algebra S was studied
w xin 18 . It is given by an exact sequence
1 ª C=ª Aut S ª E ª 1, .gr 4
where the automorphisms corresponding to C= and E are described as4
follows. If r g C=, the graded automorphism g is defined by g : x ª r n xr r
 4 =  .for all x g S y 0 . It is easy to see that C lies in the center of Aut S .n gr
w x  .  .As in 18 , E is isomorphic to the abelian group Zr 4 [ Zr 4 and is4
  44expressed as a q bh ¬ a, b g 0, 1r4, 1r2, 3r4 , where h is a complex
 .number with Im h ) 0. The corresponding graded automorphism is de-
 . w x w xnoted by F j for j g E . For detailed information, see 17 and 18 .4
 . =Every graded automorphism s of S has a form g F j for r g C andr
 .   . .j g E . It is obvious that Tr s , t s Tr F j , rt and hence it suffices to4
  . .compute all Tr F j , t . By using Corollary 3.5, we manage to compute
the traces on the Koszul dual S!, and by Corollary 4.4, we obtain
1
Tr F 0 , t s , . . 41 y t .
1 h 1 h 1
Tr F , t s Tr F , t s Tr F q , t s ,2 / / /  / /  / 22 2 2 2 1 y t .
1 h 1
Tr F , t s Tr F , t s ,4 / / / /4 4 1 y t
1 h 1
Tr F q , t s .4 / /4 4 1 q t
  . .For other j g E , Tr F j , t also has a simple form. It is routine to check4
that
Tr F j q j , t [ Tr F j F j , t s Tr F j , t .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2 1 2 1
 4  4for all j g 1r4, hr4, 1r4 q hr4 and j g 1r2, hr2, 1r2 q hr2 . De-1 2
tails are left to the interested reader.
5. FIXED SUBRINGS
 .A group action of G on a graded ring A is a group homomorphism f :
 . w  . xG ª Aut A or F: G ª Aut A in the graded case . We will simplygr
 .  .write g for the image f g . For example, we will write Tr g, t instead of
  . .Tr f g , t . The fixed subring is
AG [ a g A ¬ g a s a, ;g g G . 4 .
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A great deal has been done for fixed subrings. For the commutative case,
w x w xsee 4 , and for the noncommutative case, 12 . In this section we will
discuss some basic properties of fixed subrings for noncommutative graded
algebras.
 .In the rest of this section we assume that G is a finite subgroup of Aut A
< <y1and that G g k. As noticed more than 100 years ago, there is a
projection of A associated to G:
< <y1p : a ª G g a . 5-1 .  .G
ggG
w x w xPart 1 of the following lemma is 12, 2.1.1 and part 2 is in 12, 1.12.1 .
 .LEMMA 5.1. Let A be an algebra and let p be defined as in 5-1 .G
1. p is an AG-bimodule projection from A to AG, namely, A s AG [G
G < GGC, where C s ker p , as A -bimodule and p s id .AG G < A
2. If A is right noetherian, then AG is right noetherian.
If A is finitely generated but not noetherian, AG may not be finitely
 :generated. For example, let R be the free algebra k x , x and G s1 2
 4 w x Gid, g , where g : x ª yx , x ª x . By 6, 6.10.3 and 6.10.4 , R is an1 1 2 2
infinitely generated free algebra. In this case it is easy to see that RG is
 n 4the free subalgebra generated by x , x x x ¬ n G 0 and that2 1 2 1
R s RG [ x n x RG s RT [ RG x x n .[ [2 1 1 2
nG0 nG0
w xThe idea of Molien 4, Sect. 2.5 works well for noncommutative alge-
 . Gbras. Suppose now that G is a subgroup of Aut A . Then A is graded.gr
By Lemma 5.1, p is a projection on A with image AG. HenceG
< <y1 < <y1GH t s Tr p , t s Tr G g , t s G Tr g , t . .  .  . A A G A A /
ggG ggG
5-2 .
More generally we have the following.
 .  G. GLEMMA 5.2. Let A and G be as abo¨e. If h g Aut A and h A s A ,gr
then, as a graded automorphism of AG,
< <y1GTr h , t s G Tr hg , t . .  .A A
ggG
< <y1Proof. Define p to be hp s G  hg. By Lemma 5.1.1, p sh G g g G h <C
< GG0 and p s h . HenceAh < A
y1< <GTr h , t s Tr p , t s G Tr hg , t . .  .  .A A h A
ggG
We now give a noncommutative version of Molien's theorem.
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THEOREM 5.3. Let A be a connected algebra such that k has a finiteA
 . MFR. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of Aut A and H s h ggr
 .  G. G4Aut A ¬ h A s A ., Then for e¨ery h g H ¨iewed as an element ingr
 G.  .GAut A , Tr h, t is a rational function.gr A
 .Proof. By Theorem 2.3.3, Tr g, t is a rational function for all g gA
 .  .GAut A . By Lemma 5.2, Tr h, t is a rational function.gr A
Using Lemma 5.2, we can derive a formula for the Hilbert series of
Veronese subrings.
EXAMPLE 5.4. Veronese subrings of a connected algebra. Let A be a
connected algebra and n be a positive integer. The nth Veronese subring
An. is [ A . There are two obvious gradings: one is deg x s i and thei in
 4 n.other is deg x s in for all x g A y 0 . Here we consider A as ain
graded subring of A and use the second grading. The Veronese subrings
=  4can be viewed as fixed subrings as follows. Let r g k [ k y 0 and
n  4define g : x ¬ r x for all x g A y 0 . Then g is a graded automor-r n r
phism of A. In fact, r ¬ g is a group homomorphism from k= tor
 .  .Aut A with image lying in the center of Aut A . If k contains an nthgr gr
primitive root z of 1, then the fixed subring of A under the group actionn
 i 4 n.G s g ¬ i s 0, . . . , n y 1 is the Veronese subring A . Thereforezn
ny1 ny11 1
i i
n.H t s Tr g , t s H z t . .  .  .A A z A nnn nis0 is0
 .Note that the above formula the left end equals the right end can be
proved easily for any field k, without using group action and the trace
function, where z is taken to be a nth root of 1 in C. Let h be any gradedn
automorphism of A. Then h is also a graded automorphism of An.. By
Lemma 5.2, we have
ny1 ny11 1
i i
n.Tr h , t s Tr hg , t s Tr h , z t . .  .  .A A z A nnn nis0 is0
Next we consider Frobenius algebras.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let A be a connected finite dimensional Frobenius
 .algebra with the highest degree n and let G be a finite subgroup of Aut A .gr
< GIf g s id for all g g G, then A is Frobenius.A An n
Proof. Let AG s [n B . By assumption, B s A ( k. For everyis0 i n n
w xnonzero element x g B , xA s A x s A 16, 3.2 . Applying thei nyi nyi n
G  .A -bimodule map p Lemma 5.1.1 , we have xB s B x s B . HenceG nyi nyi n
G w xA is Frobenius 16, 3.2
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< GWithout the condition g s id , A may not be Frobenius. The firstA An n
w xsuch counterexample was given in 14 . Here is an easy way to produce
more counterexamples. By Example 5.4, the mth Veronese subring Am. is
a fixed subring if z g k. Let A be a finite dimensional Frobenius algebram
with the highest degree n. Let m be an integer such that n s qm q i with
w x m.0 - i - m, and dim A ) 1. Then by 16, 3.2 , A is not Frobenius. Ifqm
w x  s.A is not isomorphic to k x r x , then such integers m always exist. Also
note that if m ) n, then Am. s k is Frobenius.
6. GORENSTEIN PROPERTY
If A is a connected noetherian PI algebra, then A having finite left and
w xright injective dimension implies that A is Gorenstein 20, 1.1 . Hence the
 .definition of Gorenstein property see Section 1 is equivalent to the
 .classical one when A is connected and PI including commutative .
w x w xA variation of Watanabe's theorem 4, 5.3.2 states that if k V is the
 .polynomial algebra over a finite dimensional vector space V and L V * is
 . < <y1the exterior algebra, and if G is a finite subgroup of GL V with G g k,
 w x  ..G w xthen the fixed subring k V m L V * is Gorenstein. Note that k V is a
 .noetherian Koszul regular algebra and L V * is its Koszul dual. Let A be
a regular Koszul algebra and s be a graded automorphismn of A. Then
t !  .s m s is a graded algebra automorphism of A m A . In this way Aut Agr
 !.can be viewed as a subgroup of Aut A m A naturally.gr
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A be a regular Koszul algebra of global dimension n
and let s be a graded automorphism of A. Then
 y1 y1. n  . =1. Tr s , t s at Tr s , t for some a g k .A A
 t .  t .  t .! ! !2. Tr s m s , t s Tr s , t rTr s , yt .Am A A A
 t .y1 y1.  .n  t .! !3. Tr s m s , t s y1 Tr s m s , t .Am A Am A
 y1 .  .n  .! !4. H t s y1 H t .Am A Am A
 . < <y15. Let G be a finite subgroup of Aut A with G g k actinggr
!  !.Gnaturally on A m A and let A m A be the fixed subring. Then
 y1 .  .n  .! G ! GH t s y1 H t . Am A .  Am A .
Proof. 1. By Theorem 4.3, it is equivalent to show that
 t .y1 y1. yn  t .! !Tr s , t s bt Tr s , t , which follows from Theorem 3.4 andA A
! w xthe fact that A is Frobenius 16, 5.10 .
 .Part 2 follows from 2-4 and Theorem 4.3, part 3 follows from part 2
and Theorem 3.4, and part 4 is a special case of part 3.
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 .5. By 5-2 and part 3, we have
y1 < <y1 t y1! G 1H t s G Tr s m s , t .  . Am A . Am A
sgG
y1y1 t y1< < !s G Tr s m s , t . . Am A
sgG
n y1 t< < !s y1 G Tr s m s , t .  . Am A
sgG
n
! Gs y1 H t . .  . Am A .
As in the commutative case, part 5 is supporting evidence for a noncom-
mutative version of Watanabe's theorem. Naturally we have the following
conjecture.
Conjecture. If A is a noncommutative noetherian Koszul regular alge-
 . < <y1  !.Gbra and G is a finite subgroup of Aut A with G g k, then A m Agr
is Gorenstein.
In the rest of this section we will prove the conjecture for some special
groups.
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a connected algebra and B be a connected Frobe-
nius algebra.
 .1. The right injecti¨ e dimensions of A m B and A are the same.
2. A m B is Gorenstein if and only if A is.
Proof. 1. Since k has global dimension zero and B is a finite dimen-
sional algebra of injective dimension zero, by the Kunneth formula forÈ
double complexes we have
Ext i M m N , A m B ( Ext i M , A m Hom N , B 6-1 .  .  .  .AmB A B
 . for every right or left A-module M and every finite dimensional right or
.  .  .left B-module N. Since Hom N, B / 0 6-1 implies that injdim A FB
injdim A m B. It remains to show that
Ext i L, A m B s 0 6-2 .  .AmB
for all A m B-modules L, and for all i ) injdim A. If L s M m N, it
 .follows from 6-1 . In general we consider a chain of submodules,
L > LJ > ??? > LJ l > LJ lq1 s 0,
 .where J s A m [ B and l is the highest degree of B. Hence itiG1 i
 . s s sq1 ssuffices to show 6-2 for all L [ LJ rLJ . By definition, L J s 0, and
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s s  .  .it implies that L ( L m k . Hence 6-2 follows from 6-1 . ThusAmB A B
injdim A s injdim A m B.
 .2. Letting M s k and N s k in 6-1 , we obtainA B
Ext i k , A m B ( Ext i k , A m Hom k , B .  .  .AmB AmB A A B B
( Ext i k , A m k . 6-3 .  .A A
Hence A is Gorenstein if and only if A m B is.
Let A be a regular Koszul algebra of global dimension n. Then k has a
finite MFR of length n such that the ith free module in the free resolution
 .m i n . n .  .is A yi , where m s 1. In particular, Ext k, A ( Ext k, k ( k n .d
! w xThe Koszul dual A is Frobenius 16, 5.10 with the highest degree n, and
! !.  .!hence HomA k , A ( k yn . Therefore, by Lemma 6.2 and a gradedA
 .version of 6-3 , we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A be a regular Koszul algebra of global dimension n.
Then
1. A m A! is a Gorenstein algebra of injecti¨ e dimension n.
n  !.!2. Ext k , A m A s k.! Am AAm A
Next we consider the Veronese subrings Am. of a Gorenstein ring A.
We will give a necessary and sufficient condition for Am. being Goren-
 .stein Proposition 6.5 .
LEMMA 6.4. Let A be a noetherian connected algebra generated in degree
1 and let m be a positi¨ e integer. If I is a graded injecti¨ e module of A
containing no finite dimensional submodules, then I m. is a graded injecti¨ e
module o¨er Am..
Proof. A graded module M is called torsion if it is a union of finite
dimensional submodules and M is called torsion-free if it contains no
nontrivial finite dimensional submodules. We denote by Tors the subcate-
gory of Gr-A of all torsion modules and QGr-A the quotient category
Gr-ArTors. Let p : Gr-A ª QGr-A be the canonical functor and let v :
 w  .x.QGr-A ª Gr-A be a right adjoint to p see 2, 2.2.2 . Similarly we have
an adjoint pair of p m. and v m. between Gr-Am. and QGr-Am.. Con-
 .m. m.sider the fuhnctor ] : Gr-A ª Gr-A defined by taking the mth
 .m.Veronese of graded modules. It induces a functor, also denoted by ] :
m.  . m. m..QGr-A ª QGr-A by sending p M to p M . Hence we have a
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commutative diagram
 .m.y m.6Gr-A Gr-A
6 6
m.p p
m. .y m.6QGr-A QGr-A
w  .x  . m. m..By 2, 5.10 3 the bottom functor p M ª p M is a category
equivalence; thus it sends injectives to injectives. By definition, it sends the
  .. m. m. ..shift p M im to p M i .
Now let I be a graded injective A-module containing no finite dimen-
w  .x   ..sional submodules. Then I is torsion-free and by 2, 7.1 3 , I s v p I .
w x  . m. m.. m.By 5, 4.5.4 , p I is injective and hence p I is injective in QGr-A .
w  .x w  .x m. m. m.. m.Thus, by 5, 4.5.3 2 and 2, 7.1 3 , v p I is an injective A -
w  .xmodule. By 2, 2.2.2 , we have
v m.p m. I m. s Hom Am. , v m.p m. I m. .  . .
s Hom Am. , v m.p m. I m. i .  . .[
igZ
m. m. m. m.s Hom p A , p I i 2, 2.2.2 .  .  .  . .[
igZ
s Hom p A , p I im .  .  . .[
igZ
 .m
s Hom A , I i 2, 2.2.2 .  . .[ /
igZ
s I m. .
m. m.Therefore I is an injective A -module.
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let A be a noetherian connected Gorenstein algebra
generated in degree 1. Suppose that n is the injecti¨ e dimension of A and that
n .  .Ext k, A ( k l for some integer l. Let m be a positi¨ e integer.
< m.1. If m l, then the Veronese subring A is a Gorenstein algebra of
injecti¨ e dimension n.
2. If m ¦ l and if dim A ) 1 for all d ) 0, then Am. has infinited
injecti¨ e dimension.
Proof. Consider a minimal graded injective resolution of A :A
0 ª A ª I 0 ª I 1 ª ??? ª I ny1 ª I n ª 0.A
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i . i  .Since Ext k, A s 0 for each i - n, I for i - n contains no finite
w x n  .dimensional submodules. By 23, 0.3.3 , I ( A* l . Taking the mth
Veronese submodules, we have
 .  .  .m m m  .mm. 0 1 ny10 ª A ª I ª I ª ??? ª I ª A* l ª 0. .  .  .  .
6-4 .
 i.m.  . m.By Lemma 6.4, every I for i - n is an injective A -module and
 .obviously it contains no finite dimensional submodules. In particular, 6-4
i  m..is a part of an injective resolution and hence Ext k, A s 0 for allm .A
i - n.
<  .m.  m..  . m.1. If m l, then A* l s A * lrm , which is an injective A -
 . m.module. Hence 6-4 is an injective resolution of A and the injective
m.  .  .m . m .dimension of A is no more than n. Applying Hom k , ] to 6-4 ,A A
i  m.. n  m..m . m .we obtain that Ext k, A s 0 for all i / n and Ext k, A sA A
 . m.k lrm . Therefore A is a Gorenstein algebra of injective dimension n.
2. Suppose that injdim Am. - ` and that m does not divide l. We
 . i  m..m .will prove that dim A s 1 for some s ) 0. By 6-4 , Ext k, A s 0s A
i  m.. iyn   .m..m . m .for all i - n and Ext k, A ( Ext k, A* l for all i G n. SinceA A
 .m.A l is locally finite and left bounded, by the k-linear graded duality,
iy n   .m .. iy n   .m . .m . m .Ext k, A* l ( Ext A yl , k for all i G n. HenceA A
i   .m.. w x m.m .Ext k, A* l is finite dimensional for all i and by 23, 0.3.1 , A isA
n   .m..m .Gorenstein. By letting i s n we also obtain Ext k, A* lA
  .m. . m.m .( Hom A l , k / 0. Hence the injective dimension of A is nA
 . w x  .m.  m..  .and by 6-4 and 23, 0.3.3 we have A* l s A * l9 for some l9.
Therefore dim A s dim A s 1. Since m does not divide l, s [ l yly l9ym 0
l9m / 0 and dim A s 1.s
THEOREM 6.6. Let A be a noetherian regular Koszul algebra and G be a
=  .  !.Gfinite subgroup of k ; Aut A . Then A m A is Gorenstein.gr
Proof. If G is a finite subgroup of k=, then G is cyclic and generated
 !.G  !.m.by an mth primitive root z of 1 and hence A m A s A m A . Bym
! n  !.  .! !Corollary 6.3, A m A is Gorenstein and Ext k , A m A s k 0 .Am A Am A
<Of course m 0 for all m, whence the statement follows from Proposition
6.5.1.
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